
Retractable and Extendable Cone Bars for
Temporary Traffic Safety Management
Solutions

Portable, sturdy, and adaptable retractable cone bars are designed to excel in
temporary barricade scenarios, making them an indispensable tool for a
variety of safety management needs. Extendable and retractable bars boast a
winning combination of lightweight convenience and exceptional durability,
thanks to their PVC construction. Simply place the ring/loop, located at each
end of the bar, over the top of a Traffic Cone or a T-Top Bollard to begin use.

Key Features:

1. High Visibility Design: With their bright reflective warning colours they are easily
recognised day or night. Enhance safety in any environment with this attention-
grabbing traffic management solution.

2. Convenience at its Best: Storing and transporting cone bars is a breeze. The
compact design and lightweight build make it effortlessly portable, so you can deploy
wherever and whenever it's needed.

Did You Know?

In safety management, the colors of red and white stripes typically signify
prohibited or restricted areas. When you see these colors, be aware that
access may be limited or completely off-limits for your safety.

Retractable Cone Bar

 1300 55 33 20

Bright reflective colours suited for day/night use

1.2m – 2m extendable reach

Lightweight and durable PVC construction

Suitable for use on Traffic Cones or T-Top
Bollards

Product Features:
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On the other hand, black and yellow stripes are commonly used to mark
hazards or areas requiring a cautionary approach. When you encounter this
color scheme, exercise caution and stay alert to potential dangers.

Enhance your safety management efforts with RCB2 and RCB2-RW traffic
cone bars utilised on top of traffic cones or as an extension bar on T-Top
Bollards. These versatile extendable cone bars are your reliable companion
for creating secure temporary barricades, and their bright reflective colors
ensure that safety remains a top priority, day or night. Transport and storage
are a breeze, so you can deploy it with ease whenever and wherever needed.

Reflective Traffic Cones Cone Ring

Code Image Product Name

RCB2 Traffic Cone Retractable Bar 1.2 - 2m - Yellow/Black

RCB2-RW Traffic Cone Retractable Bar 1.2 – 2m – Red/White

Description: Retractable/extendable cone bar.

Material: PVC plastic with loops.

Finish: Reflective Yellow & Black or Red & White Bands.

Length: 1.2 to 2.0 metres extended.

 We are currently compiling a list of additional services that might apply to this product.

Related Products:

Part Numbers

https://barriergroup.webninjashops.com/product/718-traffic-cone-retractable-bar-1-2-2m-yellow-black?categoryId=1668
https://barriergroup.webninjashops.com/product/4584-traffic-cone-retractable-bar-1-2-2m-red-white?categoryId=1668
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